AMUSE Integrated Cultural Cultivation Platform

AMUSE aims at the sustainable creation of profits and integrated arts platform utilizing blockchain technology.

01. AMUSE token can be used for the purchase of concert tickets and play tickets. - AMUSE will prepare the best seats and time for the AMUSE token holders.

02. Advertisers can use AMUSE token for the expense payment of soap operas, broadcast PPL, and advertisement.

03. AMUSE token can be used for the purchase of video contents.

04. AMUSE token can be used for the participation in the crowd funding of cultural arts contents that AMUSE proceeds.

05. Customers can get discount benefit when purchasing with AMUSE token.

06. The headquarter is going to burn 10% of the AMUSE token which has been paid.

07. The headquarter is planning to burn 10% of the AMUSE token occurred from the management of project and platform after purchasing them. The number of burned tokens due to the platform profit and project profit is going to be disclosed quarterly.

08. AMUSE will continuously expand to the various ecosystem.

09. Left over amount of tokens are planned to be burned.